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didBOX is a leading driver identification and
access control system for fleet vehicles.

7 reasons why didBOX will help you keep control of your fleet:

1. Limits equipment access to approved, trained drivers only

2. Records and measures equipment usage, by operator, date and time

3. No expensive software or license required

4. Integrates easily with the most popular spreadsheet programs

5. Low setup and running costs

6. Safeguards your Health & Safety record

7. Saves you money!

What do I need?

Control Box

One of these is fitted to each vehicle with the reader
typically fitted close to the ignition switch.

Wand Reader and Software

The reader is attached to your PC and is used to program and download
data from the keys using the didBOX software (on the CD provided).

Keyfobs

The keyfobs are used to set up and operate
the vehicles and download the recorded data.

How do my drivers use the system?

Only one keyfob is required per driver.

You issue each authorized driver with a black keyfob
programmed with their identification number and the
categories of vehicle that they are allowed to drive.

When a driver presents an authorized black keyfob to the reader,
the vehicle can now be started and the system will log the time and
date with the ID of the driver.

If an unauthorized key is presented to the reader, the vehicle cannot be started.
This keyfob can be authorized to start any combination of vehicles.
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How do I set up the system?

Create a register for each truck in your fleet. Assign a unique
ID number to
each driver.

How do I set up the truck?

How do I download data from the system?

The KEY to Controlling Your Fleet

00 = Authorized ON, 11 = Authorized OFF, 6464 = Unauthorized access

Program a red keyfob
with the desired category
using the information from
your fleet register, using
the software and the
wand reader.

Touch the red keyfob
to the reader on the
forklift truck. The LED will
turn green to show that
the category is set.

Program the
blue keyfob to
download the
desired amount

Download the
data by presenting
the blue keyfob to
the truck’s reader.

When the blue
keyfob is presented
to the wand reader,
a spreadsheet is
generated
automatically.

The data is the KEY to
controlling your fleet.
The time and date is recorded alongside each driver’s unique
identification number, each time a driver logs on or off a vehicle.

The spreadsheet will tell you when it happened and who was
responsible if a driver attempts to start a vehicle with an
unauthorized keyfob.



is simple
It offers the functionality you want

is reliable
There are no moving parts and no over-complicated electronics

is extensible
It can monitor collisions using an optional collision switch

Safeguard your staff, limit stock-loss, and
maintain your health and safety record by
eliminating the unauthorized use of your trucks.
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